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5 Archaeology and Cultural Heritage 

Introduction 

5.1 This chapter appraises the likelihood of archaeology and cultural heritage resource impacts from 

the proposed FAB Link HVDC converter station development near Exeter Airport. This chapter 

draws on relevant guidance and consultation to inform the appraisal and sets out the proposed 

measures to mitigate any potential adverse impacts.  

5.2 In this chapter, cultural heritage resources are collectively referred to as ‘heritage assets’.  This 

chapter identifies the likely impacts on these heritage assets in terms of the potential for direct 

physical disturbance and changes within the settings of the assets and assesses the overall 

significance of effect. 

Assessment Methodology 

Relevant Legislation and National Policy 

5.3 Legislative frameworks provide protection to the historic environment while planning policy 

guidance provides advice concerning how the historic environment should be addressed within 

the planning process. 

5.4 Statutory protection for archaeology is principally enshrined in the Ancient Monuments and 

Archaeological Areas Act (1979) amended by the National Heritage Act (1983) and the National 

Heritage Act (2002).  Nationally important archaeological sites are listed in a Schedule of 

Monuments and are accorded statutory protection. 

5.5 Historic Parks and Gardens, and Historic Battlefields, have received recognition under the 

National Heritage Acts.  Such sites are described on Registers maintained by Historic England 

for DCMS, but such designation does not afford statutory protection. 

5.6 For other components of the historic environment, the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act (1990) and the Town and County Planning Act (1971) provide statutory 

protection to listed buildings and their settings and present measures to designate and preserve 

the character and appearance of Conservation Areas. 

5.7 The Hedgerow Regulations (HMSO 1997) includes guidelines that aim to protect hedgerows 

which have been assessed as ‘important’ in terms of criteria that incorporate historical 

components.  One of these criteria relates to the documented date of a hedgerow.  A hedgerow 

can be deemed 'important' if it can be shown to be of pre-enclosure date, which for the purposes 

of the Regulations is currently taken (by case law precedent) to mean pre-AD 1845 (the earliest 

Act of Inclosure recorded in the Small Titles Act (1896)).  Developments that would require the 

removal of any part of an 'important' hedgerow require consent from the Local Planning Authority 

for that removal. 

5.8 Proposed amendments to the Regulations (DEFRA 2003) stated that 'hedgerows should be 

regarded as ‘important’ if they mark a boundary of pre-1850 historic administrative unit (parish, 

township, hundred, wapentake, cantref or maerdref) or pre-1600 manorial estate, ecclesiastical 
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estate, or the outer limits of a field system, park, wood or common land'.  However these 

amendments have not yet been agreed as statute law. 

5.9 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF; March 2012) includes advice concerning the 

safeguarding of the historic environment within the planning process.  Paragraph 128 of the 

NPPF directs local planning authorities to 'require an applicant to describe the significance of any 

heritage assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting.  Where a site on which 

development is proposed includes or has the potential to include heritage assets with 

archaeological interest, local planning authorities should require developers to submit an 

appropriate desk-based assessment and, where necessary, a field evaluation.' 

5.10 In Annex 2 of the NPPF, a heritage asset is defined as ‘A building, monument, site, place or 

landscape positively identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in 

planning decisions, because of its heritage interest.  Heritage asset includes designated heritage 

assets and assets identified by the local planning authority (including local listing)’. 

5.11 Paragraph 133 of the NPPF states that ‘Where a proposed development will lead to substantial 

harm or total loss of significance of a designated heritage asset, local planning authorities should 

refuse consent, unless it can be demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to 

achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh that harm or loss …..’  The NPPF goes on to 

state that ‘Where a development proposal will lead to less than substantial harm to the 

significance of a designated heritage asset, this harm should be weighed against the public 

benefits of the proposal ….’ 

5.12 Paragraph 135 of the NPPF advises that ‘The effect of an application on the significance of a 

non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the application.  In 

weighing applications that affect directly or indirectly non designated heritage assets, a balanced 

judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance of 

the heritage asset.’  

5.13 The strong message emerging from the NPPF is that it is the effect of proposed development on 

the significance of the heritage asset that is the principal concern, rather than the effect on the 

asset itself. 

Consultation 

Table 5.1: Consultation Responses Relevant to this Chapter 

Date Consultee and Issues Raised How/ Where Addressed 

11
th

 April 
2016 

Devon County Council Historic 
Environment Team (HET) 

 

HET advised on potential sources of 
baseline information. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

All available sources of baseline 
information have been examined 
(paragraphs 5.29 - 5.63 of this 
chapter). 
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Date Consultee and Issues Raised How/ Where Addressed 

HET confirmed that a geophysical survey 
of the application site for the converter 
station and also the associated temporary 
compound area would be required, in line 
with the Written Scheme of Investigation 
that has already been agreed. 

The geophysical survey has been 
undertaken – results are discussed in 
paragraph 5.60 of this chapter, see 
also Figure 5.8.  

Methodology 

5.14 Data regarding known heritage assets (designated and undesignated) have been sought from a 

number of sources, including the Devon Historic Environment Record (HER) maintained by 

Devon County Council, the National Heritage List for England (maintained by Historic England) 

and the Devon Archives and Local Studies Service (Exeter).  A site visit was undertaken in order 

to check for the presence of heritage assets within and adjacent to the Site that have not been 

previously recorded and in order to assess the current settings of designated heritage assets that 

could be affected by the proposed development. 

5.15 The overall aim of this heritage assessment is to ensure compliance with paragraph 128 of the 

NPPF, i.e. to describe the significance of any heritage assets affected by the proposed 

development, including any contribution made by their setting.  In the NPPF ‘significance’ is 

defined as: ‘The value of a heritage asset to this and future generations because of its heritage 

interest.  That interest may be archaeological, architectural, artistic or historic’ (Annex 2: 

Glossary). 

5.16 These levels of interest broadly tie in with previous guidance from English Heritage expressed in 

the document Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management 

of the Historic Environment (EH 2008).  This provided guidance on understanding heritage 

values and also included a section (Section 6) advising on how to assess heritage significance. 

5.17 According to the guidance published by English Heritage (2008), heritage values fall into four 

inter-related groups: 

 Evidential value – the potential of a place to yield evidence about past human activity; 

 Historical value - this derives from the ways in which past people, events and aspects of life 

can be connected through a place to the present.  This value tends to be illustrative 

(providing insights into past communities and their activities) or associative (association with 

a notable family, person, event or movement); 

 Aesthetic value – this derives from the ways in which people draw sensory and intellectual 

stimulation from a place; and 

 Communal value – this derives from the meanings of a place for the people who relate to it, 

or for whom it figures in their collective experience or memory. 
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5.18 East Devon District Council has produced a web-based guidance note regarding the Assessment 

of Significance for listed buildings:   http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-permission/apply-

for-planning-permission/listed-building-consent/statement-of-significance-guidance-notes-for-

listed-buildings/.  This provides advice on the nature and level of information that should 

accompany applications for listed building consent and for planning permission for developments 

affecting heritage assets. 

5.19 The definition of the setting of a heritage asset is provided in Annex 2 of the NPPF: ‘The 

surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as 

the asset and its surroundings evolve.  Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative 

contribution to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or 

may be neutral.’ 

5.20 The most recent guidance regarding the settings of heritage assets, and the nature and 

magnitude of impacts and consequently effects on such settings, is provided in the Historic 

England document Historic Environment Good Practice Advice in Planning Note 3: The Setting of 

Heritage Assets (July 2015).  This guidance provides advice on the definition of setting and the 

general principles of setting in the context of strategic planning and development control.  It 

states (paragraph 2) that ‘the information required in support of applications for planning 

permission and listed building consents should be no more than is necessary to reach an 

informed decision, and that activities to conserve or invest need to be proportionate to the 

significance of the heritage assets affected and the impact on the significance of those heritage 

assets. At the same time those taking decisions need enough information to understand the 

issues.’ 

5.21 The Historic England guidance document makes the following points: 

 Extensive heritage assets such as landscapes or townscapes can include many heritage 

assets and their nested and overlapping settings, as well as having a setting of their own; 

 The setting of a heritage asset may reflect the character of the wider townscape or 

landscape in which it is situated, whether fortuitously or by design; 

 The importance of a setting of a heritage asset is what it contributes to the significance of 

the asset; 

 Where the significance of a heritage asset has been compromised in the past by 

unsympathetic development within its setting, consideration still needs to be given as to 

whether additional change will further detract from (or possibly enhance) the significance of 

the asset; 

 The contribution made by its setting to the significance of a heritage asset does not depend 

on public access; and 

 Heritage assets that comprise only buried archaeological remains have a setting, although 

this may not be readily appreciated by a casual observer. 

http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-permission/apply-for-planning-permission/listed-building-consent/statement-of-significance-guidance-notes-for-listed-buildings/
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-permission/apply-for-planning-permission/listed-building-consent/statement-of-significance-guidance-notes-for-listed-buildings/
http://eastdevon.gov.uk/planning/planning-permission/apply-for-planning-permission/listed-building-consent/statement-of-significance-guidance-notes-for-listed-buildings/
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5.22 The document goes on to provide advice on a staged approach to decision-taking by outlining a 

five-stage approach: 

1. Identify which heritage assets and their settings are affected; 

2. Assess whether, how and to what degree these settings make a contribution to the 

significance of the heritage asset(s); 

3. Assess the effects of the proposed development, whether beneficial or harmful, on that 

significance; 

4. Explore the way to maximise enhancement and avoid or minimise harm; and 

5. Make and document the decision and monitor outcomes. 

5.23 Although assessments of changes within the settings of heritage assets can involve non-visual 

issues such as noise, it is more usually the visual aspects of a development that form the major 

part of the assessment. 

5.24 The existence of direct lines of sight between the heritage asset and the proposed development 

is an important factor in judging the visual impact of the development.  However it is possible for 

changes within the setting to occur even when such a relationship does not exist.  For example, 

views towards a listed building from a frequently visited location, such as a park or a public 

footpath, may be affected by the presence of a larger development, even if the development is 

not directly visible from the building itself. 

5.25 An assessment of visual impacts on the heritage assets and their settings needs to take into 

account a wide variety of factors including the location of the asset within the physical landscape, 

its relationship with contemporary and non-contemporary features within that landscape and the 

location, size and character of the proposed development in relation to these factors. 

5.26 The assessment then needs to balance the impact of these various considerations on the basis 

of informed professional judgment.  Assessment of visual impacts is undertaken in accordance 

with the procedures expressed in the Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

(3
rd

 Edition, Landscape Institute 2013).  If there is the potential for changes within the setting of 

heritage assets due to noise or other impacts than these would be considered using appropriate 

procedures. 

5.27 There should also be consideration of the sensitivity to change of the setting of a heritage asset.  

This requires examination of the current setting with regard to identifying elements that contribute 

to the significance of the asset, elements that make a neutral contribution to the significance of 

the asset and elements that make a negative contribution to (i.e. detract from) the significance of 

the asset. 
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Limitations of the Assessment 

5.28 No limitations have been identified with regard to the assessment presented within this chapter.  

All known and available sources of baseline data have been examined and the assessment is 

robust. 

Assessment  

Baseline environment 

5.29 A gazetteer of identified heritage assets is presented as Appendix 5.1 of this Environmental 

Report and the assets are shown on Figures 5.1 to 5.6 as Sites 001 - 041.   

5.30 In order to understand the potential for the application site and the temporary compound area to 

contain buried archaeological remains, examination was made of the Devon Historic 

Environment Record (HER).  Data were acquired and examined for an extensive area in order to 

provide advice regarding cable route and converter station options, however for the purposes of 

the current report the study area with regard to buried archaeology is a buffer zone extending 

approximately 200 m from the red line boundary for the application.   

5.31 There is no fixed study area with regard to the assessment of potential effects resulting from 

change within the setting of heritage assets.  All assets for which an adverse effect is considered 

possible are identified below. 

5.32 The nearest designated heritage asset to the application site is the Grade II listed Lower 

Southwood Farmhouse and adjoining Lower Southwood Cottage (001).  This was originally one 

house and is of early 17
th
 century date, although the cottage incorporates part of a late 19

th
 

century coach house.  This property is located approximately 400m east of the application site. 

5.33 To the north-east of Higher Southwood and approximately 830m north-east of the application site 

is a pair of Grade II listed cottages; Nos. 1 and 2 Little Silver, adjacent to Silver Lane (002).  

These are probably of early 19
th
 century date and are constructed in plastered cob on stone 

footings with thatched roofs.  Just to the north of this pair of cottages is another Grade II listed 

cottage known as The Nook, which is of mid–late 17
th
 century date (003). 

5.34 Approximately 900m to the east of the application site is the Grade II Registered Historic Park 

and Garden of Rockbeare Manor (004).  The landscaped park was established in the late 18
th
 or 

early 19
th
 century and includes c. 10 hectares of pleasure grounds around the principal house (in 

the eastern side of the park) and a further 50 hectares of parkland and woodland with a 

serpentine lake. 

5.35 Rockbeare Manor itself is a Grade I listed building of mid-late 18
th
 century date and is a good 

example of a Regency period country house (005).  The principal façade of the house faces 

west-north-west, whilst the application site is located approximately 1500m to the west-south-

west.  The adjacent stable/coach house is listed at Grade II* (006), a courtyard of farm buildings 

to the east of the stable/coach house is listed at Grade II (007) as is a group comprising 

gateposts, gates and railings at the eastern edge of the park adjacent to Rag Lane (008).  To the 

south of the principal house the walls around a shrubbery are listed at Grade II (009) and the 

gate piers and gates to the north at the main entrance to the estate are listed at Grade II* (010). 
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5.36 Just to the north-west of the registered historic park is the Grade II listed Lions Farmhouse (011); 

this has a date plaque of 1696 and was modernised and extended in the late 19
th
 century.  To the 

north-east, and north of the road leading from Rockbeare to Marsh Green, is another Grade II 

listed farmhouse – Ford Farmhouse (012) – and a Grade II listed former rectory (013).  Ford 

Farmhouse is approximately 1.75km north-east of the application site. 

5.37 To the north-west of the application site and on the other side of the main airport runway is the 

Grade II listed Treasbeare Farmhouse (014).  This is possibly of early 16
th
 century date with later 

improvements and amendments.  The older part of the L-shaped property faces west and is now 

in service use.  The earliest documentary reference to Treasbeare is from AD 928 and the farm 

was the property of the Dean and chapter of Exeter Cathedral from around the 11
th
 century until 

1983, resulting in a wealth of documentary information.  

5.38 Approximately 1.4km to the south of the application site is the Grade II listed Farringdon House, 

an early 18
th
 century mansion remodelled at the end of the 19

th
 century (015).  The gate posts at 

the end of the drive formerly leading to Farringdon House are also Grade II listed (016), however 

the drive now provides access to 20
th
 century residential development and the main house has a 

separate access off the B3184 road. 

5.39 There are clusters of listed buildings in the surrounding villages of Rockbeare, Marsh Green, 

Aylesbeare, Farringdon and Clyst Honiton. 

5.40 Approximately 7.3km north-west of the application site is the Grade II* Registered Historic Park 

and Garden at Killerton House (017).  The 17
th
 century principal house here is Grade II* listed 

along with the ha-ha across the entrance front (018).  The Chapel of the Holy Evangelists was 

formerly the private chapel of the Acland family and is a Grade I listed building (019), whilst a 

summer house in the park (known as the Bear’s Hut) is Grade II* listed (020).  There are also two 

Scheduled Monuments within the Registered Park and Garden at Killington: a univallate 

prehistoric hillfort and associated enclosure known as Dolbury (021); and two lengths of post-

medieval deer park pale along with a watering pond (022).   

5.41 The closest Conservation Area is at Broadclyst, approximately 4.4km north-west of the 

application site (023).  The designated area is at the northern end of the settlement and 

predominantly represents the former estate village of the Aclands family, based initially at 

Columbjohn and subsequently at Killerton.  The former estate village is now largely owned by the 

National Trust.  Key buildings include the Grade I listed Church of St John the Baptist (024) and 

the Grade II listed Red Lion Inn (025).  A stone cross (026) in the churchyard is a Scheduled 

Monument (and a Grade II listed building), whilst the remains of a manorial settlement north of 

the church are also Scheduled and include the well-preserved undercroft of a manor house 

(027). 

5.42 The earliest map to show the application site in any level of detail is the 1801 Ordnance Survey 

Drawing (OSD) for Ottery St Mary (Figure 5.3).  This shows the lane or minor road along the 

southern boundary of the application site.  However the field pattern within this area is not the 

same as the present layout, although the fields are medium-sized and predominantly straight-

sided as they are today.  Buildings are shown at the sites of Higher and Lower Southwood and 

this location is named on the map as South Wood.  To the south-west and on the southern side 
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of the road between Clyst Honiton and Aylesbeare is another group of buildings marked as Dairy 

House; this is the current location of Wares Farm.  To the east of Dairy House is a smaller single 

building which is not named on the OSD. 

5.43 The Rockbeare Tithe Map of 1844 shows a field layout that has continued to the present day, 

albeit with some subsequent boundary loss (Figure 5.4).  The western boundary of the proposed 

temporary compound area is the parish boundary (as it is today), with the parish of Rockbeare to 

the east and the parish of Clyst Honiton to the west.  There are a number of ponds including 

examples within the defined study area.  Such ponds are common in this area and often 

represent extraction pits (for marl) which have subsequently flooded.  Two of these ponds or 

former extraction pits are located to the north of the application site (028); aerial photographs of 

immediate post-WWII date show a levelled earthwork bank here that may indicate infilling of the 

former pits or may represent a feature associated with the military use of the airfield during WWII 

(see below).  A second example of a probable former extraction pit is recorded on aerial 

photographs and is located south-east of the application site (029). 

5.44 The 1
st
 edition Ordnance Survey 6’’ to the mile map was published in 1889 (Figure 5.5).  It shows 

that there are no buildings within either the application site or the adjacent field to the west which 

would be the temporary compound area.  There is a small pond on the boundary between the 

two fields, with another within the western field and a third one on the northern boundary of the 

same field.  Just to the west a couple of ponds are marked as ‘Old Marl Pit’, so it is possible that 

those within or directly adjacent to the application site had a similar origin as suggested above. 

5.45 East of the application site the two farms at Higher and Lower Southwood are depicted with their 

adjacent orchards.  To the south-west is Wares Farm (formerly Dairy House) whilst the smaller 

building to the east of Wares Farm is named on this map as ‘Beautiport’. 

5.46 The situation depicted on the 2
nd

 edition of the same map, published in 1906, shows no changes 

within or adjacent to the application site.   The major change in the area happened with the 

establishment of Exeter Airport to the west of the development site (and immediately east of the 

village of Clyst Honiton).   

5.47 The airport opened in 1937 with commercial flights to Jersey and also to other UK airports 

including Plymouth and Bristol.  It was constructed by the Exeter Corporation following the 

compulsory purchase of the land and was leased to Exeter Airport Ltd. 

5.48 Exeter Airport was taken over by the Air Ministry in 1939 and the landing area was expanded.  It 

was formally passed to the RAF in 1940 and was used as an operational fighter plane base, 

initially using the Hurricanes of 213 Squadron.  It subsequently became part of Fighter 

Command.  New hard runways were constructed along with a Bellman hangar and several 

dispersed fighter pens.  A number of Blister hangars were added later in the war. 

5.49 Enemy raids on the airport were frequent and many aircraft and buildings were damaged.  Bomb 

craters around the airfield are visible on contemporary aerial photographs and are recorded on 

the HER.  A number of ‘dispersed sites’ were established around the periphery of the airport 

which provided accommodation and associated facilities for personnel. 
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5.50 In the spring 1944 the airport was transferred to the USAAF and was the base for C47 Dakotas 

of the 440
th
 Troop Carrier Group.  These planes were used to transport paratroopers from the 

101
st
 Airborne Division into northern France following the D-Day landings.  By October 1944 the 

airport was not required for USAAF service and was returned to the RAF. 

5.51 The airport was transferred to the Ministry of Civil Aviation in at the beginning of 1947 and was 

used by the aircraft manufacturer Chrislea Aircraft Ltd, subsequently C.E. Harper Aircraft Ltd.  

Military reserve units were established in 1949 (ahead of the Korean War) but were disbanded in 

1954.  Civilian passenger flights recommenced in 1952 and the airport has continued to develop 

with many new routes established.  A new arrivals building was opened in 1999 and a new 

departure lounge in 2003. 

5.52 Many of the entries on the Devon HER within the defined study area relate to the development 

and use of the airfield during WWII (Figure 5.6).  Part of what was known as Dispersed Site 4 

(030) is actually within the application site.  Elements of this Dispersed Site that were within the 

application site included: the Sergeants’ Quarters (031); a picket post with sleeping quarters 

(032); 4 no. barracks huts (033); and 4 no. latrine blocks and drying rooms (034). All of the built 

elements of this Dispersed Site had been cleared by 1966. 

5.53 Immediately to the west of the application site was Dispersed Site 2 (035), which included an 

Officers’ Mess, latrines, ablutions block, mess building, ration stores, Romney huts, Airmen’s 

Institute, and another picket post.  Some elements of this Dispersed Site are still extant within the 

small business park here. 

5.54 Dispersed Site 3 (036) extended around the northern boundary of the application site.  It 

contained barrack huts, a compressor house, latrine blocks and drying rooms and a sentry box.  

No elements of this Dispersed Site have survived.  Dispersed Site 7 was to the south-west, 

outside the defined study area, but the recreation ground (037) associated with this Dispersed 

Site was located to the south of the application site.  Other isolated structures for military use 

were located within the western part of the defined study area, none of which survive. 

5.55 To the east of the application site was Dispersed Site 5 (038).  This contained a number of 

nissen huts and other structures, also possible air raid shelters.  Aerial photographs indicate a 

trench connecting this Dispersed Site to Dispersed Site 2, probably for a communications cable.  

This trench crosses the application site on a north-east/south-west alignment. 

5.56 Dispersed Site 8 (039) was located south of Dispersed Site 5, south-west of Southwood Cross.  

This contained nissen huts and other structures, also possible sewage tanks.  This dispersal Site 

had been largely cleared by 1966, although at least two structures are still extant close to the 

A30 road.  Just to the north of this Dispersal Site the Devon HER records the location of a pillbox 

(040), with another potential example immediately west of Dispersed Site 5 (041).  The condition 

of these two structures is not currently known. 

5.57 A programme of Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) has been undertaken for Devon and 

the results are available via the Devon County Council website.  HLC is an aspect of more 

general landscape characterisation that seeks to provide an additional element of ‘time-depth’, 

allowing the historic evolution of the landscape to be perceived and understood. 
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5.58 For the Modern layer of the HLC, land within the application site falls into a single defined HLC 

type: Barton fields (Figure 5.7).  These are defined as relatively large, regular enclosures that 

were likely to have been laid out in the period of the 15
th
 to 18

th
 centuries.  Post-medieval 

boundary loss is recorded as 0%. 

5.59 Examination of the historic mapping, specifically the 1801 OSD map (Figure 5.3) and the 1844 

Rockbeare Tithe Map (Figure 5.4), indicate that the field layout within and in the vicinity of the 

application site was amended in the early part of the 19
th
 century.  An enclosure award is known 

for Rockbeare Hill and March Green, but this is dated to 1849 and therefore post-dates the Tithe 

Map; it may have applied to parts of the parish outside the study area.  However the conclusion 

must be that the fields recorded on the 1844 Tithe Map (with some subsequent boundary loss) 

cannot realistically be genuine Barton Fields as proposed by the HLC but are in fact the result of 

early 19
th
 century enclosure and reorganisation of the landscape.  A more applicable HLC type 

would be Modern enclosures. 

5.60 An archaeological geophysical survey of the application site and the adjacent temporary 

compound area was undertaken in April 2016 (Stratascan 2016).  This survey clearly identified 

the line of the wartime cable between the airfield Dispersed Sites 4 and 5, along with a second 

modern service in the western side of the temporary compound area site (Figure 5.8).  A service 

adjacent to the road to the south of the application site and the temporary compound area is 

known to be a water pipe. 

5.61 A number of linear features probably represent former field boundaries, although one is on an 

alignment that does not fit with the present field pattern or the preceding one.  Areas of 

disturbance were noted and these correlate with the location of built elements of the airfield 

Dispersed Site 4.  The former locations of two ponds were also identified, along with a third one 

not known from the historic mapping of the area. 

Designed-in Mitigation 

5.62 Some screening of the proposed development will be provided through the provision of earth 

bunds around the perimeter, planted with trees and shrubs.  The landscape plan (Figure 2.7) 

shows bunds topped with trees on the eastern and northern sides of the application site, and 

bunds topped with shrubs on the southern and western sides of the proposed converter station.  

5.63 This proposed screening through the use of earth bunds and vegetation would provide some 

mitigation with regard to visual impacts of the proposed development that represent changes 

within the settings of heritage assets.      

Assessment of Construction Impacts 

5.64 A detailed description of the proposed development is presented in Chapter 2 of this report.  The 

converter station is likely to have two buildings up to 20m in height, along with external plant and 

equipment.  The buildings are typically constructed with steel frames and are likely to be clad in 

pre-coloured aluminium sheet.  There are two potential designs for the converter station – the 

assessments presented below apply equally to both of these.  The assessments also cover the 

temporary compound area adjacent to the site of the proposed converter station. 
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5.65 Construction impacts resulting from visual change and also noise within the settings of heritage 

assets are considered to be the same as for operational impacts and are considered in the 

following section of this chapter.  It is acknowledged that construction noise would potentially 

exceed operational noise for key activities within the construction programme, but this would be 

for very short periods.  Measures for the control of noise during construction are set out in the 

Noise and Vibration chapter (Chapter 8) and in the draft Code of Construction Practice (CoCP) 

presented as Chapter 12 of this report.   No additional assessment has been undertaken with 

regard to impacts on heritage assets resulting from construction noise.  

5.66 There would also be impacts during construction as a result of visual change  within the settings 

of heritage assets such that the significance of the assets may be harmed.  However, the level of 

effects resulting from such impacts during construction would generally be no greater than during 

operation and thus the assessment provided below regarding operational impacts should be 

applied equally to construction impacts. Where the magnitude of construction impacts could 

exceed operational impacts (e.g. use of cranes) then these impacts would be temporary and 

medium term (in overall duration).  The assessment presented in the Noise and Vibration chapter 

(Chapter 8) indicate that there would be no impacts on heritage assets resulting from noise 

during construction or operation of the proposed development. 

Effects on buried archaeological remains 

5.67 Where present, buried archaeological remains within the application site would be impacted by 

site-based activities that involve ground breaking and ground reduction, including foundations 

and the installation of services.  It would be possible to protect buried archaeological remains in 

those parts of the application site that are not subject to ground breaking and/or reduction, 

potentially through the use of engineered textile membranes in areas of laydown and/or materials 

storage, also in areas proposed for landscaping and the temporary compound area.   

5.68 The desk-based assessment and geophysical survey have not identified the presence of any 

significant buried archaeological remains within the application site or the temporary compound 

area.  Linear anomalies recorded by the geophysical survey are likely to represent former field 

boundaries, whilst other anomalies indicate disturbance associated with former ponds and with a 

dispersed accommodation site that was part of RAF Exeter during WWII. 

5.69 On the basis of the baseline position described within this chapter it is unlikely that the proposed 

development would have any significant effect on buried archaeological remains. 

Assessment of Operational Impacts 

Effects on heritage assets resulting from changes within their settings  

5.70 Operational impacts would occur as a result of visual change (and potentially increased noise) 

within the settings of heritage assets such that the significance of the asset is harmed.  

Illustrative block plans are presented as Figures 2.3 - 2.4 of this report.  There are two potential 

designs for the converter station – the assessments presented below apply equally to both of 

these. 
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5.71 Images showing how the application site is seen from a number of locations are presented within 

Chapter 4 (Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment), with photomontages indicating how the 

proposed development would appear from several of these viewpoints presented as Figure 4.7.*. 

Lower Southwood Cottage and Lower Southwood Farmhouse (Site 001) 

5.72 These properties comprise a single Grade II listed building located approximately 400m east of 

the application site.  The immediate setting of the properties comprises the farmyard just to the 

north and the formal garden to the south, along with additional modern farm buildings just on the 

other side of the road at the south end of the garden and access drive.  These all provide 

evidence that there is still a working farm in the vicinity.  There is also a wider setting in that there 

are views to and from the listed building from several directions, including from the application 

site. 

5.73 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance.  

5.74 There would be no views out towards the proposed development from the ground floor of the 

listed building, or land adjacent to it, as a result of mature vegetation adjacent to the access drive 

leading to the property.  There would be views of the proposed development from the upper (first) 

floor of the listed building although there is very little fenestration on this side of the building.  

Views towards the proposed development already include the large industrial buildings at the 

Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well as recent large developments 

such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel.  However these structures 

are at least 1.35km from the listed building whereas the proposed development site is 400m.  

Even with the planted landscape bunds which are part of the proposed development in place, the 

larger elements of the converter station would remain visible in views from the upper floor of the 

listed building.   

5.75 There would be a slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building as a result 

of change within its wider setting.  

Nos. 1 and 2 Little Silver (Site 002) 

5.76 This pair of Grade II listed cottages are located approximately 830m north-east of the application 

site.  The immediate setting of the properties comprises the adjacent road and the garden to the 

east.  However there is also a wider setting in that there are views to and from the listed building 

from several directions, including from the application site. 

5.77 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 
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appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance.  

5.78 There would be views of the proposed development from the western façade of the listed building 

(although there is very little fenestration on this side of the building) and also from the ground 

adjacent to the listed building.  Views towards the proposed development already include the 

large industrial buildings at the Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well as 

recent large developments such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton 

hotel.  However these structures are at least 1.75km from the listed building whereas the 

proposed development site is 830m.  Even with the planted landscape bunds which are part of 

the proposed development in place, the larger elements of the converter station would remain 

visible in views from the listed building.   

5.79 There would be a slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building as a result 

of change within its wider setting. 

The Nook, Silver Lane (Site 003) 

5.80 This Grade II listed cottage is located approximately 800m north-east of the application site.  The 

immediate setting of the property comprises the adjacent road and the garden to the south.  

However there is also a wider setting in that there are views to and from the listed building from 

several directions, including from the application site. 

5.81 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance.  

5.82 There would be views of the proposed development from the upper floor of the listed building.  

Views towards the proposed development already include the large industrial buildings at the 

Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well as recent large developments 

such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel.  However these structures 

are at least 1.75km from the listed building whereas the proposed development site is 800m.  

Even with the planted landscape bunds which are part of the proposed development in place, the 

larger elements of the converter station would remain visible in views from the listed building.  

Figure 4.6 (Viewpoint 1) shows how the proposed development could be seen from the vicinity of 

this listed building. 

5.83 There would be a slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building as a result 

of change within its wider setting. 

Rockbeare Manor Registered Historic Park and Garden (Site 004) 

5.84 The Grade II Registered Historic Park and Garden of Rockbeare Manor is located approximately 

900m to the east of the application site.  The landscaped park extends for more than 60 hectares 
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and includes informal parkland and woodland with a serpentine lake. Although there is mature 

vegetation within the registered park and along much of the boundary, the western edge is more 

sparse and gaps in this boundary enable views out from the park in the direction of the airport 

and the application site.  The arable fields west of the park therefore form part of its wider setting. 

5.85 The significance of the Registered Historic Park and Garden is derived from all of the key values 

identified in Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The 

evidential and historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the physical 

nature of the park and of associated documents which link the development of the park and 

garden with the principal house.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the park and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and former owners 

of the principal house and also the staff, as well as local people who may have a connection with 

the manor and its grounds.  The setting of the Registered Historic Park and Garden makes a 

slight contribution to its significance.  

5.86 There would be views of the proposed development from within the north-western part of the 

Registered Historic Park and Garden.  Views towards the proposed development already include 

the large industrial buildings at the Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well 

as recent large developments such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton 

hotel.  However these structures are at least 2km from the Registered Historic Park and Garden 

whereas the proposed development site is 900m.  Even with the planted landscape bunds which 

are part of the proposed development in place, the larger elements of the converter station would 

remain visible in views from the Registered Historic Park and Garden. 

5.87 There would be a slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II Registered Historic Park 

and Garden as a result of change within its wider setting. 

Rockbeare Manor (Site 005) 

5.88 The Grade I listed Rockbeare Manor is located approximately 1500m from the application site.  It 

is of mid-late 18
th
 century date and is a good example of a Regency period country house.  The 

principal façade of the house faces west-north-west, whereas the application site is to the west-

south-west. 

5.89 The immediate setting of the house comprises the extensive park and garden that surrounds the 

house on almost all sides.  This has been designed to complement the house and provides a 

designed setting for the building.  There is a wider setting in which there are views from, and to, 

the house.  The views are predominantly from the west, as mature vegetation screens the view in 

all other directions. 

5.90 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants and staff, as well as local people who may have a connection with the 

building.  The setting of the listed building makes a strong contribution to its significance.  
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5.91 There would be views of the proposed development from the listed building, looking across the 

landscaped park.  Views towards the proposed development already include the large industrial 

buildings at the Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well as recent large 

developments such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel.  However 

these structures are at least 2.5km from the listed building whereas the application site is 1.5km.  

Even with the planted landscape bunds which are part of the proposed development in place, the 

larger elements of the converter station would remain visible in views from the listed building. 

5.92 There would be a slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade I listed building as a result 

of change within its wider setting. 

5.93 No effects are predicted on the adjacent Grade II* listed stable/coach house (Site 006), the 

Grade II listed courtyard of farm buildings east of the stable/coach house (Site 007), a Grade II 

listed group of gateposts, gates and railings adjacent to Rag Lane (Site 008), a Grade II listed 

group of walls around a shrubbery (Site 009) or the Grade II* listed gate piers and gates at the 

main entrance to the estate (Site 010).  In each case this is due to the presence of intervening 

buildings and/or mature vegetation, resulting in there being no intervisibility between the listed 

structures and the application site.  

Lions Farmhouse (Site 011) 

5.94 The Grade II listed Lions Farmhouse is located approximately 1.3km north-east of the application 

site.  The immediate setting of the listed building comprises the farmyard to the east, along with 

additional modern farm buildings just beyond the farmyard.  There is also a wider setting in that 

there are views to and from the listed building from several directions, principally the south and 

west. 

5.95 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance. 

5.96 Although there are several hedgerows between the listed building and the application site, it is 

likely that there would be views of the proposed development from the upper floor of the building.  

Views towards the proposed development already include the large industrial buildings at the 

Business Park adjacent to Exeter International Airport, as well as recent large developments 

such as the Flybe Training Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel.  However these structures 

are at least 2km from the listed building whereas the application site is 1.3km.  Even with the 

planted landscape bunds which are part of the proposed development in place, the larger 

elements of the converter station would remain visible in views from the listed building. 

5.97 There would be a very slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building as a 

result of change within its wider setting. 
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5.98 No effects are predicted on the nearby Grade II listed Ford Farmhouse (Site 012) or the Grade II 

listed Old Rectory (Site 013).  In each case this is due to the presence of intervening mature 

vegetation, resulting in there being no intervisibility between the listed structures and the 

application site.  

Treasbeare Farmhouse (Site 014) 

5.99 The Grade II listed Treasbeare Farmhouse is located approximately 920m north-west of the 

application site and on the other side of the main airport runway.  The immediate setting of the 

listed building comprises the farm buildings to the east and north-east, which include several 

large modern structures.  The farmhouse is in an elevated location and its wider setting includes 

views to and from the listed building from several directions, principally the south and west. 

5.100 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance. 

5.101 Although there are several hedgerows between the listed building and the application site, it is 

likely that there would be views of the proposed development from the upper floor of the building.  

Views towards the proposed development already include the end of the main airport runway, 

whilst the view would also take in the large industrial buildings at the Business Park adjacent to 

Exeter International Airport, as well as recent large developments such as the Flybe Training 

Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel. 

5.102 There would be a very slight loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building as a 

result of change within its wider setting. 

Farringdon House (Site 015) 

5.103 The Grade II listed Farringdon House is located approximately 1.4km to the south of the 

application site.  The immediate setting of the listed building comprises the formal grounds to the 

east and north-east.  A wider setting includes the former parkland associated with the house, 

which mostly extends to the south away from the principal facade.  However there has been 

modern residential development along the former main access drive to the north and west of the 

house, whilst some historic buildings just west of the house and formerly associated with it have 

been separated and converted to residential use. 

5.104 The significance of the listed building is derived from all of the key values identified in 

Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The evidential and 

historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the built fabric of the 

structure and of associated documents.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the historic structure and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and 

former owners / tenants as well as local people who may have a connection with the building.  

The setting of the listed building makes a reasonable contribution to its significance. 
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5.105 It is unlikely that there would be views of the proposed development from any part of the building, 

largely as a result of screening vegetation and the adjacent residential development.  There 

would be a no loss of significance with regard to this Grade II listed building. 

5.106 Similarly there would be no loss of significance with regard to the Grade II listed gate posts at the 

end of the drive formerly leading to Farringdon House (Site 016). 

Killerton House Registered Park and Garden (Site 017) 

5.107 The Grade II* Registered Historic Park and Garden at Killerton House is located approximately 

7.3km north-west of the application site.  The park extends for more than 100 hectares and is 

surrounded by farmland with a mixture of arable and pasture.  The M5 motorway is just to the 

east of the park. 

5.108 The significance of the Registered Historic Park and Garden is derived from all of the key values 

identified in Conservation Principles; evidential, historical, aesthetic and communal. The 

evidential and historic values are linked to the information derived from the study of the physical 

nature of the park and of associated documents which link the development of the park and 

garden with the principal house.  There are aesthetic values associated with the visual 

appreciation of the park and its setting.  Communal values derive from current and former owners 

of the principal house and also the staff, as well as local people who may have a connection with 

the house and its grounds and also visitors, as this is a National Trust property.  The wider 

setting of the Registered Historic Park and Garden makes a slight contribution to its significance.  

5.109 It is possible that there would be views towards the proposed development from open areas 

within the Registered Historic Park and Garden.  However such views would be across the M5 

motorway and would include Exeter International Airport and the associated large industrial 

buildings at the Business Park as wells as recent large developments such as the Flybe Training 

Academy and the Hampton by Hilton hotel.  At a minimum distance of 7.3km it would be difficult 

to discern the proposed development as a separate entity. 

5.110 There would be a no loss of significance with regard to this Grade II* Registered Historic Park 

and Garden as a result of change within its wider setting. 

5.111 Similarly there would be no loss of significance with regard to the Grade II* listed Killerton House 

(Site 018), the Grade I listed Chapel of the Holy Evangelists (Site 019), the Grade II* listed 

Bear’s Hut (Site 020) or the two Scheduled Monuments within the park at Killerton (Sites 021 

and 022).  

Broadclyst Conservation Area (Site 023) 

5.112 The Conservation Area at Broadclyst is located approximately 4.4km north-west of the 

application site.  Examination of the Zone of Theoretical Visibility (ZTV) established for the 

landscape and visual appraisal of the proposed development (Figure 4.5) indicates that the 

converter station would not be visible from the Conservation Area.  Therefore there would be no 

change to the significance of the Conservation Area.    
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5.113 Similarly there would be no change to the significance of the Grade I listed Church of St John the 

Baptist (Site 024), the Grade II listed Red Lion Inn (Site 025) or the two Scheduled Monuments 

at Broadclyst (Sites 026 and 027). 

Historic Landscape 

5.114 Although the Devon Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) mapping indicates that the 

historic landscape of the application site and adjacent land comprises ‘Barton fields’, examination 

of historic mapping as described above suggests that the field boundary layout was amended in 

the early part of the 19
th
 century.  A more likely category for the HLC at this location would be 

‘Modern enclosures’.  This category is relatively common across this part of East Devon (cf. 

Figure 5.7) and no significant effects on the character of the overall historic landscape are 

predicted to occur as a result of this proposed development. 

Proposed Mitigation Measures  

5.115 It is proposed that a programme of archaeological evaluation would be undertaken with regard to 

one of the linear anomalies recorded by the geophysical survey.  This anomaly is on a different 

alignment to the existing and former field boundaries and may therefore have a different origin.  

The initial phase of the archaeological evaluation will be in the form of trial trenches placed to 

intercept the linear anomaly.  Further, more detailed, investigation may be required depending on 

the results of the trial trenching. 

5.116 The archaeological evaluation would be required through an appropriately worded condition 

placed on the planning consent.  It would be undertaken ahead of the commencement of 

construction and would be in line with a written scheme of investigation that would be agreed in 

advance with the archaeological advisor to the planning authority. 

5.117 No further mitigation is proposed with regard to any effects on heritage assets resulting from 

changes within their settings. 

Future Monitoring 

5.118 No future monitoring is proposed with regard to any aspect of archaeology and cultural heritage.  

Summary 

5.119 The assessment has found that the proposed development would result in a slight loss of 

significance with regard to one Grade I and three Grade II listed buildings and also one Grade II 

Registered Historic Park and Garden.  There would also be a very slight loss of significance with 

regard to two Grade II listed buildings.  In each case this is the result of change within the 

settings of these heritage assets. 

5.120 Some mitigation with regard to visual impacts has been designed into the proposed 

development.  This is in the form of earth bunds around the perimeter of the converter station, 

topped with vegetation.  No further mitigation is proposed in respect of changes within the 

settings of heritage assets. 
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5.121 The assessment has found that the proposed development would not have any significant effect 

on the character of the overall historic landscape in the vicinity of the application site. 

5.122 No significant effects are predicated with regard to buried archaeological remains.  A programme 

of desk-based study and geophysical survey has identified that the application site contains 

remains associated with the use of the airfield in WWII, also features associated with agricultural 

activity such as former field boundaries and extraction pits subsequently used as ponds. 

5.123 Mitigation for any impacts on buried archaeological remains would be in the form of 

archaeological investigation.  Initially this would be in the form of trial trenches targeting a linear 

anomaly identified by geophysical survey.  Further, more detailed, investigation may be 

undertaken depending on the results of the trial trenching. 
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NHL codes refer to the National Heritage List (England)  

MDV codes refer to the Devon Historic Environment Record 

Site No Source Name OS NGR 
Reference 

Period 

001 NHL 1203715 Lower Southwood Cottage and Lower Southwood Farmhouse – single listing (Grade II) 
covers the early 17

th
 century farmhouse and the adjoining cottage which was formerly part 

of the house but also incorporates part of a late 19
th
 century coach house.   

SY 02197 93421 17
th
 century 

002 NHL 1328775 Nos. 1 and 2 Little Silver – single listing (Grade II) covers a pair of cottages, probably early 
19

th
 century date with late 19

th
/early 20

th
 century extensions.  

SY 02513 93811 19
th
 century 

003 NHL 1281432 The Nook, Silver Lane – Grade II listed cottage of mid-late 17
th
 century date with 19

th
 

century extension. 
SY 02438 93928 17

th
 century 

004 NHL 1000193 Rockbeare Manor – Grade II Registered Historic Park and Garden initially of late 18
th
 and 

early 19
th
 century date.  Includes a formal garden and pleasure gardens south and south-

east of the principal house, also a landscaped park with a serpentine lake and blocks of 
planted woodland. 

SY 02693 94037 18
th
 century  

005 NHL 1203803 Rockbeare Manor – Grade I listed country house of mid-18
th
 century date that retains 

considerable Regency character.  Altered c. 1770 and remodelled c. 1820, including the 
addition of an extra storey. 

SY 03162 94044 18
th
 century 

006 NHL 1141386 Stables and coach house adjacent to Rockbeare Manor – single Grade II* listing covers 
stables, coach house and groom’s cottage of probable mid-18

th
 century date with 

symmetrical layout around a courtyard.  Front faces onto rear of Rockbeare Manor whilst 
other side faces onto a model farmyard of early 19

th
 century date. 

SY 03203 94021 18
th
 century 

007 NHL 1203826 Model farm just to the east of Rockbeare Manor – single Grade II listing covers a group of 
farm buildings around a courtyard.  Probably c. 1820, some 19

th
 and 20

th
 century 

alterations. 

SY 03254 93992 19
th
 century 

008 NHL 1141387 Gate posts, gates and adjoining railings c. 100m east of Rockbeare Manor, adjacent to 
Rag Lane.  Single Grade II listing covers the red brick gate piers, wrought iron gates and 
wrought iron railings, all c. 1820. 

SY 03300 94054 19
th
 century 

009 NHL 1281501 Garden walls around shrubbery at Rockbeare Manor – Grade II listed.  Walls are in red 
brick with interlocking tile coping and surround two large rectangular gardens  -18

th
 

SY 03141 93740 18
th
 century 
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century, enlarged and improved early 19
th
 century. 

010 NHL 1141388 Gate piers and gates c. 350m north-west of Rockbeare Manor - Grade II* listed.  Gate 
posts probably mid-18

th
 century, wrought iron gates c. 1820.  Principal entrance to 

Rockbeare Manor. 

SY 02990 94393 18
th
 century 

011 NHL 1203713 Lions Farmhouse - Grade II listed farmhouse with date plaque of 1696, modernised and 
enlarged in the late 19

th
 century.  

SY 022556 94497 17
th
 century 

012 NHL 1141383 Ford Farmhouse – Grade II listed farmhouse of 18
th
 century date, with 19

th
 century 

amendments. 
SY 03002 94670 18

th
 century 

013 NHL 1141382 The Old Rectory - Grade II listed former parsonage built in 1836, some 20
th
 century 

amendments. 
SY 02684 94645 19

th
 century 

014 NHL 1141434 Treasbeare Farmhouse – Grade II listed farmhouse of probable early 16
th
 century date 

with major early 17
th
 century improvements, modernised and enlarged c. 1850-60. 

SY 00763 94158 16
th
 century 

015 NHL 1141395 Farringdon House – Grade II listed mansion with 18
th
 century origins, thoroughly 

remodelled 1897-1900.  Principal façade is to the south-south-east.  
SY 01762 91924 18

th
 century 

016 NHL 1328756 Gate posts c. 130m north-east of Farringdon House – Grade II listed in red sandstone with 
moulded concrete coping, c. 1900. 

SY 01839 92051 20
th
 century 

017 NHL 1000694 Killerton House – Grade II* Registered Historic Park and Garden, initially a landscape park 
which developed from the late 17

th
 century but also has an early 19

th
 century woodland 

garden and an early 20
th
 century terrace. 

SS 96964 00465 17
th
 century 

018 NHL 1098331 Killerton House – Grade II* listed country house with datestone of 1690, present main 
block c. 1778 and enlarged 1830.  Listing includes the ha-ha of large rubble stones across 
the angle of the entrance front.  

SS 93749 00089 17
th
 century 

019 NHL 1098332 Chapel of the Holy Evangelists, Killerton – Grade I listed former private chapel of the 
Acland family, constructed 1840-41 as a copy of the chapel of St James at Glastonbury. 

SS 97681 00339 19
th
 century 

020 NHL 1170706 The Bear’s Hut, Killerton - Grade II* listed summer house built before 1831.  Single storey 
building in split timber with a hipped thatched roof. 

SS 97141 00154 19
th
 century? 

021 NHL 1017192 Scheduled Monument – Dolbury hillfort 320m north of Killerton House. Slight univallate 
hillfort with associated defended enclosure located on the highest part of a hill overlooking 
the River Culm. 

SS 97340 00457 Prehistoric 
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022 NHL 1017193 Scheduled Monument – two separate lengths of deer park pale, one of 18
th
 century or 

earlier date and one of early 19
th
 century date.  Also includes a purpose built watering 

pond. 

SS 96959 00506 Post-medieval 

023 East Devon 
District Council 

Broadclyst Conservation Area – predominantly a former estate village for the Acland 
family, initially of Columbjohn and subsequently of Killington.  

SX 98200 97200 Medieval / Post-
medieval 

024 NHL 1170465 Church of St John the Baptist, Broadclyst – Grade I listed church mostly of late 15
th
 

century date but retaining some important 14
th
 century work, substantially restored in 

1833-34 and again in 1882. 

SX 98178 97271 14
th
 century 

025 NHL 1098317 Red Lion Inn, Broadclyst – Grade II listed public house with attached outbuildings.  
Structure contains elements of 18

th
, 19

th
 and 20

th
 century date. 

SX 98230 97312 18
th
 century 

026 NHL 1017195 Scheduled Monument and Grade II listed building – churchyard cross of possibly 15
th
 

century date in front of the lychgate in the churchyard of the Church of St John the Baptist, 
Broadclyst.  

SX 98204 97295 Medieval 

027 NHL 1017194 Scheduled Monument – part of the manorial settlement of the Nonants family who held the 
manor here from around AD 1100 – 1340.  Includes the well-preserved undercroft of the 
manor house. 

SX 98178 9774 Medieval 

028 MDV 112982 Two ponds or former extraction pits indicated on the Tithe Map – subsequent immediate 
post-war aerial photographs appear to show a levelled earthwork bank that may represent 
a former military earthwork associated with the WWII use of the airfield.  

SY 0140 9368 Post-medieval? 

029 MDV 112978 Possible extraction pit of post-medieval to modern date visible on aerial photographs of 
1946 onwards, south-west of Lower Southwood.  

SY 0197 9305 Post-medieval? 

030 MDV 48847 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 4 – WWII dispersed site providing various types of 
accommodation for the wartime airfield.  Completely cleared by 1966. 

SY 0167 9330 WWII 

031 MDV 78651 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 4 – Sergeants’ Quarters for 24 persons. SY 0160 9329 WWII 

032 MDV 78666 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 4 – picket post with sleeping quarters for four airmen. SY 0156 9329 WWII 

033 MDV 78664 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 4 – 4 no. barracks huts for 24 airmen. SY 0168 9330 WWII 

034 MDV 78665 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 4 – 4 no. latrine blocks and drying rooms. SY 0166 9330 WWII 

035 MDV 48846 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 2 – WWII dispersed site providing various types of 
accommodation for the wartime airfield.  Some buildings remain extant within the business 

SY 0136 9339 WWII 
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park here 

036 MDV 78397 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 3 – WWII dispersed site providing various types of 
accommodation for the wartime airfield.  Completely cleared by 1966. 

SY 0141 9346 WWII 

037 MDV 78416 Recreation ground associated with Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 7 – no trace of this 
visible on aerial photographs of 1947.  

SY 0143 9311 WWII 

038 MDV 56271 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 5 – WWII dispersed site providing various types of 
accommodation for the wartime airfield.  Almost completely cleared by 1966, final building 
removed by 1989. 

SY 0198 9355 WWII 

039 MDV 56268 Exeter Airfield Dispersed Site 8 – WWII dispersed site providing various types of 
accommodation for the wartime airfield.  At least two buildings still extant. 

SY 0205 9326 WWII 

040 MDV 39331 Exeter Airfield – pillbox of local design. SY 020 934 WWII 

041 MDV 112981 Exeter Airfield – possible military structure visible on aerial photographs, may be a pillbox. SY 0188 9353 WWII 

 


